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To a Well-Connected Mouse
(Upon reading of the genetic closeness of mice and men.)

Wee, sleekit, cow’rin, tim’rous beastie,
Braw science says that at the leastie
We share full ninety-nine per cent

O’genes, where’er the odd ane went.

Reprinted by permission; 2003 John Updike. Originally published in The New Yorker. All rights reserved.

Aprevious Perspectives (Paigen 2003) described the can), whose husbandry is facile, and that is small and
hence cheap to maintain. This last characteristic is ofdevelopment of mouse genetics from its begin-

nings in 1902 until the beginning of the molecular revo- no small importance. Enter the mouse. Sixty years of
classical genetics (Paigen 2003) resulted in the develop-lution. Here, we pick up the story and follow it through

to the end of its first century. ment of a very sophisticated genetic system with hun-
dreds of inbred (RI) strains, even more mutants, a denseUnderstanding human biology in both its normal and

pathological aspects requires experimental material. genetic map, sophisticated mapping resources such as
recombinant inbred lines and their derivatives, and aDespite their best efforts, clinical scientists face some

intrinsic difficulties. Deliberately inducing pathology or well-established system of husbandry.
The dramatic transformation of mouse genetics intotoxicity is unacceptable; patients are understandably re-

luctant to provide serial tissue samples; a critical portion a truly powerful system for understanding mammalian
biology at the molecular level and its relevance to theof human life, the embryonic/fetal period, is not very

accessible; genetically defined lines cannot be created; human state came when the newly emerging techniques
of molecular biology were added to the well-establishedthe generation time is too long for extended genetic stud-

ies; and individuals exhibit a stubborn tendency to choose genetic systems of mice. We can date the birth of that
union to a few months centered around New Year’s Daytheir own mating partners, frustrating geneticists.

In searching for an experimental surrogate, we are of 1981, when the first transgenic mice were created.
Since then, two complementary lines of experimenta-fortunate that the basic features of mammalian biology

have changed little over the 75� million years since the tion have dominated, developing either our ability to
begin with a known DNA sequence and answer ques-major orders of mammals diverged. This is true not only

of gross anatomy and the major physiological systems, tions about its functions in the organism or our ability
to begin from a particular phenotype and discover thebut at the molecular level as well. The recent genomic

sequencing efforts suggest that we share 99% of our genes required for its normal or abnormal expression.
Enhancing both genotype- and phenotype-driven ap-genes, and hence our molecular building blocks, with

another mammal, the mouse. proaches has been the ability to do this iteratively, first
discovering genes underlying phenotypes and then us-In vitro and cell culture systems are very powerful, but

they do not allow us to study physiological systems in ing the powers of molecular gene manipulation to study
their function and search for additional related genestheir entirety, and certainly not their interactions, which

are many. For these we need the whole animal. or, conversely, beginning from the DNA sequences
themselves and deducing from directed mutations theIn choosing a mammalian model, we want a creature

that breeds rapidly, can be inbred (not all mammals range of phenotypes controlled by each gene.
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FROM GENOTYPE TO PHENOTYPE Evans and Matt Kaufman (Evans and Kaufman 1981)
and by Gail Martin (Martin 1981), following on theTransgenic mice: Five laboratory groups more or less
intellectual and experimental foundations laid by Roysimultaneously showed that viral or mammalian DNA
Stevens and Barry Pierce. When these cells were intro-injected into mouse oocytes could be incorporated into
duced into blastocysts, they gave rise to a variety of adultthe genome (Gordon et al. 1980; Brinster et al. 1981;
tissues, including the germ line (Bradley et al. 1984).Costantini and Lacy 1981; Harbers et al. 1981;
In 1986, two groups showed that genetically altered ESWagner et al. 1981). Chronologically, Jon Gordon and
cells, either neomycin-resistant mutants (Gossler et al.his colleagues (Gordon et al. 1980) were the first, but
1986) or cells carrying retroviral insertions (Robertsonthe experiment that forced a dramatic change in our
et al. 1986), could transmit these traits to offspring. Inthinking was that of T. E. Wagner and associates
the following year, HPRT-deficient mice were created(Wagner et al. 1981). The latter group showed that an
from ES cells selected for this mutation (Hooper et al.intact rabbit �-globin gene introduced into the mouse
1987; Kuehn et al. 1987).genome was expressed in a correct tissue-specific man-

The challenge then was to achieve targeted homolo-ner, resulting in the presence of rabbit protein in mouse
gous recombination in ES cells. In 1985, Smithies anderythrocytes. The implications of this finding were stun-
his group (Smithies et al. 1985) successfully targeted aning. Not only did it make clear that correct expression
normally resident gene, the human �-globin locus, inof a gene is not limited to the environment of a unique
other cultured cells, and two years later the Smithieschromosomal location, but for the first time we saw that
(Doetschman et al. 1987) and Capecchi (Thomas anddevelopmental, tissue-specific regulatory systems are
Capecchi 1987) groups both achieved gene targeting

conserved and can function across orders of mammals,
in ES cells. Two technical advances, positive/negative

implying that the function and regulation of human as
selection (Mansour et al. 1988) and the development

well as rabbit genes could be studied in an experimental
of an appropriate enhancer/promoter system (Thomas

species as tractable as the mouse. This was soon followed and Capecchi 1987), brought the efficiency of targeting
by a dramatic demonstration that captured the imagina- up and enhanced selection in ES cells, and in 1989–1990
tion of the lay public as well as scientists: Richard Pal- three groups reported the first gene-targeted mice
miter, Ralph Brinster, and colleagues fused the rat (Koller et al. 1989; Thompson et al. 1989; Thomas and
growth hormone gene to a mouse metallothionein pro- Capecchi 1990).
moter and inserted this as a transgene, obtaining very A practical system had come into existence, and a
high levels of gene expression and giant mice that made virtual land rush began to knock out genes of biological
the cover of Nature (Palmiter et al. 1982). A flood of interest. Many of these early experiments are well de-
experimentation followed from many laboratories, and scribed in the addresses given by Evans, Smithies, and
Palmiter has provided a detailed review of those early Capecchi when they jointly received the 2001 Lasker
years (see Palmiter and Brinster 1986). Award (Evans et al. 2001).

Homologous recombination and knockouts: The next The early knockout results were sobering; the pheno-
dramatic advance, which opened the field to much types of homozygous null mutations were often quite
broader applications, came a few years later when gene unexpected. When MyoD, a gene thought to be essential
replacement became possible in mice. Initially, this led for muscle differentiation (Weintraub et al. 1989) was
to the creation of absolute knockouts and later to tissue- knocked out, there was little if any reduction in muscle
specific and conditional knockouts. Two lines of experi- mass (Rudnicki et al. 1992). MyoD turned out to be
mentation had to merge for this to become possible. redundant to Myf-5, and both must be inactivated to
One was the development of cultured pluripotent em- affect muscle differentiation (Rudnicki et al. 1993).
bryonic stem cells (ES cells), which could be reim- Similarly, when p53, the gene most frequently mutated
planted into mouse blastocysts, giving rise to chimeric in human tumors and presumed to be essential for
mice whose adult tissues, including their germ line, were orderly cell division, was knocked out, it was found not
derived from the inserted ES cells and thus were capable to be a developmental lethal (Donehower et al. 1992;
of transmitting ES cell genetic material to their off- Jacks et al. 1994). The resulting homozygotes were born
spring. The other line of experimentation was the alive and well. The importance of p53 was vindicated
achievement of homologous recombination in ES cells when the mice came down with multiple tumors months
in a manner that left them pluripotent and germ-line later. Despite these frequent lessons in humility to the
competent. Together, these made gene-specific, genetic research community, knockouts have provided an ex-
engineering possible. This molecular revolution took traordinarily powerful research tool, making possible
nearly a decade, and it is a tribute to the perseverance the analysis of many physiological processes in ways that
of all involved (as a reading of the articles published were previously unimaginable.
during this period makes clear) that the ultimate goal That power soon stimulated refinements to overcome
was apparent from the outset. the developmental lethality many knockouts exhibited.

The Cre/loxP recombinase system was stolen from bac-ES cell cultures were first obtained in 1981 by Martin
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FROM PHENOTYPE TO GENOTYPEteriophage P1 and introduced into mammalian systems
to allow tissue-specific gene inactivation. When mice Spontaneous and induced mutations: The obvious re-
received a target gene flanked by loxP sites from one quirement of gene to phenotype studies is knowing
parent and Cre recombinase under the control of a which gene to begin with. And so there was a major
tissue-specific promoter from the other, the target gene simultaneous push to go in the other direction, starting
is deleted from chromosomes only in tissues where the from mice with altered or different phenotypes and
recombinase is expressed (Lakso et al. 1992; Orban et then identifying the genes responsible.
al. 1992). The microbial Flp system has been similarly This began with efforts to clone already existing
employed (Wigley et al. 1994). mouse mutations by using a “positional” cloning strat-

Later, to satisfy the desire to modulate gene function egy. The logic was straightforward. Carry out genetic
in a reversible manner, target genes were put under the crosses on a scale sufficient to refine the location of a
control of the tet repressor, again a regulatory system mutation down to molecular dimensions, something
borrowed from microorganisms, allowing them to be less than a megabase, and then explore the genes within
reversibly turned on and off by the presence or absence that region for sequence and/or expression changes in
of tetracycline analogs in drinking water (Furth et al. the mutant. The fact that these mutations arose on
1994). An early demonstration of just how powerful inbred strain backgrounds meant that the only sequence
tissue-specific reversible control could be appeared in or expression differences present should be related to
the experiments of Mayford et al. (1996), who exam- the original mutation, and having multiple alleles at the
ined the role of CaMKII in the molecular basis of learn- mutant locus was a definite assist.
ing and memory by reversibly controlling the presence

An early and important success came with the cloning
of this protein in specific neural tissues.

of the W and Steel mutations, showing that W encodes
The recent discovery of RNA interference (dubbed

the c-kit tyrosine kinase receptor (Chabot et al. 1988;
RNAi), in which small, double-stranded RNA sequences

Geissler et al. 1988) and Steel encodes its ligand (Bran-attenuate the expression of genes containing the same
nan et al. 1991; Flanagan et al. 1991). This was a finesequence, holds the promise of advancing matters fur-
confirmation of earlier transplantation studies betweenther by offering a much simpler technology for eliminat-
these two mutants and with wild-type animals showinging the functions of particular genes. Obtaining homo-
that Steel and W determine, respectively, the ability tozygotes of conventional knockouts requires isolating
send and receive signals essential for hematopoietichomologous recombinants in ES cells, injecting these
stem cell differentiation. Elizabeth Russell (1979) hasinto blastocysts that are then implanted in pseudo-preg-
provided a review of these initial efforts.nant females, obtaining chimeric offspring, and then

Other early successes encouraged others by showingbreeding these for at least two generations to obtain
that gene cloning can help explicate biological phenom-homozygotes. If transgenes expressing the requisite
ena. Two examples were the cloning of the agouti (A)RNA sequences as palindromes can be used as dominant
gene in Rick Woychik’s laboratory (Bultman et al. 1992)negative regulators of gene function through RNA inter-
and the obese (ob) gene in Jeff Friedman’s laboratoryference, this would provide a technically far easier
(Zhang et al. 1994). The latter identified leptin, a newmeans of generating knockouts. Combining this with
peptide hormone acting as a satiety factor. Shortly there-tissue-specific and/or regulatable promoters would pro-
after, the db gene was also cloned, proving to be thevide a very facile experimental system. Already, success
leptin receptor. Together, these confirmed Doug Cole-has been achieved in cell culture systems (Elbashir et
man’s original hypothesis regarding these mutationsal. 2001; Brummelkamp et al. 2002; Paddison et al. 2002;
(Paigen 2003).Sui et al. 2002), and it seems likely that we shall soon

Many additional mutations were soon cloned; manysee success in mice.
were classical mutations, and others arose as accidentalLessons: Transgenic and knockout technologies have
consequences of transgene insertions. Indeed, a smallbeen critical in answering many questions about the
industry quickly emerged, providing multiple new in-role of specific genes in the biology of the organism.
sights into old biological problems. (For a review ofBeyond these individual answers obtained over the past
these many efforts, see Meisler 1992; Bedell et al. 1997;20 years, there have been some general lessons. One
and Woychik and Alagramam 1998.) So successfulwas, of course, the recurring difficulty of predicting
were these efforts that researchers soon sought aphenotype. Another was just how pleiotropic mutations
broader supply of mutants to challenge their efforts,are, emphasizing what some classical geneticists had
especially mutants altered in specific phenotypes. Theybeen saying for years: we do not have genes “for” a
turned to ethylnitrosourea (ENU), a powerful mutagenparticular phenotype, but rather a particular phenotypic
in male mice whose very high mutation rates make itchange is likely to be only one among the many conse-
feasible to seek changes in specific phenotypes. Thequences of the mutation in question, a point well under-
discovery that ENU is an exceptionally powerful muta-stood by human geneticists and reflected in the fact that

so many human gene defects are called “syndromes.” gen in mice had come some years earlier in the work
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of the Russells at Oak Ridge, using the “seven locus” (Beck et al. 2000). They represent a geographic range
from the Atlantic shores of Western Europe to Japan.test for chemical mutagenesis (Russell et al. 1979;

Davis and Justice 1998). Early success showing that it It may well be that what were once physiologically com-
patible sets of alleles at multiple loci in the original wildwas now feasible to screen for and then clone mutations

with specific phenotypes came from Vernon Bode’s lab- populations have been scrambled into less compatible,
new arrangements in the course of the forced inbreed-oratory (Bode 1984; McDonald et al. 1988). Soon the

Dove laboratory created and cloned a mutation causing ing used to create our present-day inbred strains. Sec-
ond, our inbred mice are exactly that, homozygous atcolon cancer (Moser et al. 1990, 1993), which proved

to be the ortholog of the human Apc gene with the same virtually every gene, having lost all the physiological
buffering effects of heterozygosity that are obtained inphenotype, and Joe Takahashi’s laboratory, working

with Dove, created and cloned the Clock mutation affect- natural populations and strain crosses.
This diversity among inbred strains can be exploiteding circadian locomotor activity (Vitaterna et al. 1994;

King et al. 1997). to find the genes determining physiologically important
phenotypes, especially those relevant to human health.These efforts had a considerable impact on thinking

within the research community. In 1998 the National The conceptual basis for doing so stems from the land-
mark paper by Eric Lander and David Botstein (LanderInstitutes of Health (NIH) convened the first of several

meetings of the mouse genetics community to recom- and Botstein 1989) proposing a methodology for using
a dense array of genetic markers to localize the geneticmend important new initiatives that NIH might under-

take to further the use of mice in biological research. determinants for a polymorphic quantitative trait to par-
ticular chromosomal regions. The paper from JohnStimulated by the early successes with ENU, one of the

major recommendations was the undertaking of large- Todd’s group (Todd et al. 1991) examining diabetes
susceptibility not only initiated efforts to identify suchscale mutagenesis programs. (For a full report of that

and later meetings go to http://www.nih.gov/science/ quantitative trait loci (QTL) in mice, but also intro-
duced two major advances in the approach. One wasmodels/mouse/.) Similar mutagenesis initiatives were

launched elsewhere; more than a dozen such efforts are technical, for the first time employing as genetic mark-
ers in mice the polymorphic microsatellite markersunder way in Germany, the United Kingdom, Australia,

Japan, Canada, and the United States, providing hun- (simple sequence repeats) detected the year before in
human populations (Litt and Luty 1989; Tautz 1989;dreds of new mutants per year. Many of these mutations

affect phenotypes that were not possible to search for Weber and May 1989). The other advance was concep-
tual, breaking a complex phenotype into subphenotypespreviously, such as seizure susceptibility, hypertension,

fear-potentiated startle response, immune responses, that are likely to have a simpler genetic causality. In this
case, the subphenotype was insulitis, which turned outand blood chemistry, phenotypes that would be too

difficult or too expensive to test for without the very to be determined by one, but not the other, of the two
new diabetes loci they had discovered.high mutant frequency provided by ENU.

Natural polymorphisms: The other phenotype-driven Since these initial efforts, a wide variety of phenotypes
representing multiple physiological systems have beenstrategy for finding the genes and their products under-

lying complex traits depends on exploiting the remark- mapped in mice (Paigen 2002). Initially, molecular
identification of the underlying genes was difficult, butable phenotypic diversity found among inbred mouse

strains, a diversity that often exceeds that of the entire that is changing rapidly with the availability of the mouse
genomic DNA sequence and the use of large-scale ex-human population. Indications that such diversity might

exist came in earlier, smaller strain surveys and has pression assays relying on arrays, chips, and especially
real-time PCR. The year 2001 saw almost as many natu-become abundantly apparent with the onset of a system-

atic effort, the phenome project, to characterize a broad rally polymorphic genes successfully cloned as in all
previous years combined (Korstanje and Paigenarray of phenotypes across a standard set of inbred

strains and then provide these data in the form of a 2002).
Human-mouse concordance: For years it has been ansearchable database (http://www.jax.org/phenome). The

data on blood cholesterol levels serve to illustrate this open question whether the genetic polymorphisms gov-
erning phenotypic diversity in the mouse and humandiversity: among the tested set of inbred strains, total

cholesterol levels vary fivefold, HDL-cholesterol levels populations would be the same. One can make theoreti-
cal arguments for either answer. The recently emergingtenfold, and HDL cholesterol as a percentage of total

cholesterol ranges from 5 to 75%. experimental data, which have enormous implications
for understanding our own species, indicate that aIt is interesting to speculate on the sources of this

exceptional diversity. Two obvious possibilities suggest rather limited set of genes is responsible for most of
the natural polymorphisms underlying many complexthemselves. First, inbred strains of laboratory mice rep-

resent a mosaic of genetic material from at least three pathologies and that the salient loci are highly concor-
dant in their chromosome locations between mouse andwild species or subspecies, Mus musculus musculus, M.

m. domesticus, and M. m. castaneus, and perhaps others humans.
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In the mouse, 27 chromosome regions affecting plasma We have long known that all mammals share their basic
anatomy and physiology. Now, as our knowledge of ge-HDL-cholesterol levels have been mapped, many recur-

ring in crosses between different mouse strains. From nomics has advanced over these last 20 years, we have
learned just how conservative evolution has been at thethe known map relationships between the human and

mouse genomes, it is apparent that 18 of the 22 human molecular level as well. It has been startling to realize
that not only are metabolic pathways conserved overQTL so far identified occur at corresponding chromo-

some locations (Wang and Paigen 2002). Recognizing evolutionary time, but genetic regulatory systems, the
intracellular signaling pathways, and the molecules thatthat human variation largely occurs among the same

set of genes requires that most of the important genes carry out these functions are conserved as well. We are
less surprised, then, when a comparison of the genomichave already been identified in both species; i.e., not

more than a few dozen genes account for most of the sequences of mice and humans indicates that we share
99% of our genes and confirms earlier genetic studiesgenetic variation in both the mouse and the human.

Concordance is not limited to HDL levels, but is also showing that the arrangement of genes along chromo-
somes is largely preserved among mammals. Addition-observed for hypertension (Sugiyama et al. 2001) as

well as asthma, inflammatory bowel disease, non-insulin- ally, the discovery of strong sequence conservation in
some noncoding regions is proving a useful means ofdependent (Type II) diabetes, and osteoporosis (B.

Paigen, personal communication). The significance of identifying sequences whose evolution has been con-
strained by the need to preserve important regulatorythis generality is great. If the same limited set of genes is

responsible for most population variation in the human and chromosomal structural elements encoded in DNA.
Imprinting: The first indication that the maternal andand the mouse, this suggests that these genes represent

a special subset of all genes that could potentially influ- paternal genomes contributed to the zygote do not func-
tion equivalently came from nuclear transplantation ex-ence a phenotype and that this subset codes for proteins
periments (McGrath and Solter 1984). Diploid zy-that play critical regulatory roles. Because we already
gotes created by combining a male and a femaleknow that variation in these proteins does affect pheno-
pronucleus gave rise to viable embryos, but combiningtype, these naturally polymorphic proteins present par-
two male or two female pronuclei did not. The natureticularly inviting targets for drug intervention.
of the abnormalities depended on the parental sourceFinding and eventually cloning these genes in hu-
of the pronuclei, making clear that there is a reciprocal,mans are now both difficult and expensive, either re-
essential difference between the two. This was soon con-quiring extensive family studies, which are inefficient
firmed in genetic crosses that used translocations towhen a gene is only one among the several that contrib-
produce animals in which both copies of a chromosomeute to the phenotype, or requiring linkage studies on
segment came from the same parent (Cattanach andpopulations, looking for statistical association between
Kirk 1985) and was put on a molecular basis when thephenotype measures and genetic markers. Since haplo-
Tgf2r (Barlow et al. 1991) and H19 (Bartolomei et al.type blocks in non-African populations are on the order
1991) loci were shown to be expressed from only oneof 20 kb in size, a genome-wide scan for one individual
parental allele. We now understand that the physicalcould easily cost upward of $50,000 and for a statistically
basis for imprinting is differential DNA methylation,useful population, many millions. Finding these natural
which is replicated during mitosis and reset in the germpolymorphisms in mice and then using that information
line. Almost simultaneously with these studies in mice,to guide human studies presents a low-cost, rapid
parallel investigations showed imprinting to be a sig-shortcut.
nificant phenomenon in human genetics (Hall 1997).

Informatics: The average quantity of data generated
WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED? per scientist per year has been increasing exponentially

The union of molecular biology, genomics, and for decades. This is true in many areas of science and
mouse genetics has led to major advances in our under- is apparent whether we look at the numbers of new
standing of mammalian biology. A few of the many organic molecules synthesized, genes mapped, protein
notable examples include insights into the molecular X-ray crystal structures solved, or megabases of new DNA
circuitry underlying embryonic and fetal development, sequence deposited in the GenBank. One suspects that
the existence of multiple stem cell types in the adult this is true because a substantial fraction of our total
organism, the genetic changes in tumorigenesis, and research budgets are spent on the research and develop-
the emergence of molecular pathology as a full-fledged ment of the research process itself, developing new tech-
discipline exploring a wide variety of human ills. De- nologies as well as increasing the efficiency of older
tailed discussions of these are far beyond the scope of ones. DNA sequencing is the example that immediately
this Perspectives, but several points deserve comment. comes to mind. In not much more than a decade we

Evolutionary conservation: The power of model sys- have gone from laboriously sequencing a few hundred
tems for understanding human biology obviously de- base pairs at a time by hand to implementing automated

machines that deliver tens of kilobases of sequences inpends on their degree of similarity to the human state.
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a day. Storing the new volumes of information, making beyond being a subject of research to becoming a re-
search tool in its own right. Our existing capabilitiesthem accessible in a useful manner to researchers, and

mining them to gain insight into biological processes make it possible to manipulate the genome and analyze
its contributions in determining phenotype, both nor-require computers, very large, sophisticated databases,

and a new science of computational biology. Providing mal and abnormal. The great challenge is in applying
these capabilities to improving the human condition.some sense of scale, Baxevanis (2002) has provided

summaries of 335 databases relevant to molecular genet- It also seems reasonable to expect that, as our knowl-
edge of the molecular regulatory systems underlyingics available at http://nar.oupjournals.org. More specific
development increases, so will our ability to alter devel-access to mouse-related information is available at http://
opmental processes, providing additional and poten-www.informatics.jax.org.
tially powerful means of perturbing biological systemsPhenotyping: At the present time, the major limiting
for discovery purposes.factor in our ability to apply the powers of mammalian

Our present circumstances are virtually unique. Tra-genetics toward understanding mammalian biology is
ditionally, advances in scientific knowledge do not comeour capacity to measure phenotype. True, new experi-
at a steady pace. Long periods are spent consolidatingmental resources and improvements in genetic technol-
sporadic major advances, exploiting the new possibili-ogies that will further improve our discovery tools are
ties until the next breakthrough arrives. As time passes,on the way, but what limits their application is the ability
advance becomes increasingly constrained until eitherto measure appropriate phenotypes. Developing means
a new technology emerges, opening up entirely newfor measuring atherosclerotic plaques in mice opened
realms of investigation (think of the first light and elec-a new field of research, as did learning to measure intra-
tron microscopes), or a conceptual advance providesocular pressure, hyperactive airways, and fear-potenti-
a new way of thinking about old problems (think ofated startle responses. The steady miniaturization of
Mendelian genetics or the DNA double helix). Butphysiological measuring techniques and the introduc-
mouse genetics now finds itself in the unprecedentedtion of imaging technologies (MRI, CT, PET, DEXA,
circumstance of being neither technically nor conceptu-and the like) are making it increasingly feasible to use
ally limited. We face highly productive years, even usingmice and their genetic systems for the exploration of
only what we already understand conceptually and whatphenotype, and we can expect this to continue.
we already know how to do technically. Further, thePharmaceuticals: All of the drugs now in common
absence of either limitation is generating a positive feed-use are targeted at fewer than 400 proteins, and these
back loop, stimulating both new conceptual frameworksare largely surface receptors. In this context, consider
and new technologies. It is a circumstance virtually un-that the number of mammalian genes is currently esti-
precedented in the history of the biological sciences.mated at 30,000, that splice variants raise the potential

In the past few years, we have been introduced tonumber of polypeptides to something approaching
multipotential adult stem cells, insulator sequences, and100,000, and that our knowledge of molecular pathol-
haplotype analysis, and on the technical side we haveogy, while growing, is still rudimentary. All this suggests
seen the introduction of gene expression profiling,that genetic approaches directed at furthering our un-
SNPs and RNAi, and now have nearly the entire mousederstanding of the molecular basis of disease are likely
genomic DNA sequence available. There is no expecta-to have a profound impact on the development of new
tion of a placid future, and if anything, the rate ofand more effective classes of drugs. Genetics will also
change is accelerating. One can appreciate this seahelp to resolve the problem that what is ostensibly one
change via a simple thought experiment. Place yourselfdisease to the pathologist can arise from a variety of
mentally in the year 1988 and ask how far back in timemolecular causes, that each of these may require its
it was possible to go and still be able to reasonablyown therapy, and that we also vary in our responses to
predict the 1988 state of affairs. Then do the same inpharmaceuticals.
1995, and then now. This expansion of possibilities goes
beyond our intellectual desire to understand biological

THE PRESENT STATE OF AFFAIRS systems; it goes to the heart of the reason society sup-
We largely understand the basic mechanisms of genet- ports our efforts: understanding the nature of our physi-

ics, how traits are passed from one generation to the cal being toward the goal of improving the quality and
next, as well as the fundamental mechanisms of gene duration of human life.
action. The major challenges we now face are in deci-
phering the regulatory circuits that control gene expres-

WHERE IS ALL THIS TAKING US?sion; understanding the relationship between gene
function and the higher order, three-dimensional struc- Certainly, we are moving toward a far more profound
ture of chromosomes; and continuing to improve our understanding of molecular pathology: how disease
technical capabilities in multiple ways. comes about at the cellular and molecular level, what

the critical molecular circuits and events are, and howImportantly, mouse molecular genetics has moved
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we differ from each other in our genetic bases. It is a very broad and deep survey of mouse cDNA clones
extracted from a wide variety of embryonic and adultalso driving us to move beyond the very reductionist

approach of one gene, one protein, one phenotype that tissue samples (Okazaki et al. 2002), and a provocative
sampling of the haplotype structure of inbred mousehas been so powerful the last half-century and increas-

ingly to frame our thinking around entire physiological strains (Wade et al. 2002). These descriptions of the
mouse genome are followed by two prophetic surveyssystems considered at the molecular level.

As an outcome, we can expect dramatic changes in of gene expression for nearly all the mouse orthologs
of the genes on human chromosome 21, where trisomyour strategies for human intervention, both therapeutic

and preventive. Some of these will be idiosyncratic to leads to Down syndrome (Gitton et al. 2002; Reymond
et al. 2002).the particular ill they address, but others will be generic.

These latter are likely to include drugs directed at the The details of the sequence annotation are fascinat-
ing, and several highlights are exceptional (Waterstoncontrol of gene expression, manipulation of the im-

mune system, and the use of stem cell derivatives in et al. 2002):
replacement therapy. At the least, we can expect conven-

Some 99.5% of mouse genes have a clear human coun-
tional drugs that are directed at much more rationally

terpart, and nearly all fall within the predicted syn-
chosen protein targets. Much of this effort will be di-

tenic interval.
rected, in one form or other, at modulating the regula-

In support of previous evidence, the two genomes are
tory systems controlling physiological systems.

indeed organized in a highly parallel fashion. Some-
We are also coming to an increased understanding

thing over 90% of the respective genomes are con-
of our genetic/environmental interactions. Genetics

tained in 216 conserved syntenic blocks whose me-
makes sense only in an environmental context, and

dian size is 23 MB; within each block there are
while we cannot readily alter the genomes our parents

occasional rearrangements giving rise to a total of 326
gave us, we can alter our lifestyle, diet, and exposure

segments, each with entirely conserved gene order.
to toxins.

Evolutionary conservation goes further. Some 5% of
It is difficult to predict in which physiological systems

the genome shows significant sequence conservation,
our knowledge, and hence our ability to intervene in

suggesting common functions in the mouse and hu-
terms of therapy and prevention, will advance most rap-

man; yet, at most, only 2.5% is accounted for by cod-
idly. But considered across the broad spectrum of hu-

ing and associated sequences. What is the other con-
man disease, we can confidently expect remarkable ad-

served 2.5%?
vances in our fundamental understanding.

The two genomes have not been evolving at equivalent
Enormous challenges lie in translating this under-

rates. As judged from divergence among members of
standing into societally acceptable, practical advances

lineage-specific repeat families, since the mammalian
and, even more, in accommodating the altered percep-

radiation the average rate of base substitution has
tions that will arise in our views of normality and pathol-

been twice as high in the rodent lineage, and this
ogy, for both physiology and behavior. In this translation

ratio may be as high as 5:1 in the recent past. However,
of basic knowledge into practice, it is not clear that our

after correcting for generation times the picture re-
present pharmaceutical/biotech, for-profit structure

verses, and the rate per generation in primates is
will entirely suffice. It may well be that for some classes

probably an order of magnitude higher than that in
of problems the nonprofit sector will need to assume

rodents. Since nearly all human point mutations arise
additional roles. And as to our cultural perceptions,

in males (Crow 2000), probably because of the larger
consider only how we will address the issue of personal

number of cell divisions in the male germ line, it is
responsibility for antisocial, aggressive behavior if, as

possible that the difference between mice and hu-
seems likely, that turns out to contain a significant ge-

mans simply reflects our relative size and time to
netic component. Conflicts between new, scientifically

sexual maturity.
based insights and historic cultural norms can be painful

The mammalian genome is hardly uniform in its proper-
to resolve: witness over a century of tension between

ties. Beyond variation in base composition, as Water-
evolutionary concepts and religious beliefs and our pres-

ston et al. (2002)note: “It is clear that the mammalian
ent societal conflicts over reproductive rights and stem

genome is evolving under the influence of non-uni-
cell research.

form local forces.” There is substantial variation
across the genome in neutral base substitution rates,
SNP density (in humans), insertion and deletionCODA
rates, and the local frequency of meiotic recombina-

It would be hard to devise a more emblematic close to
tion. Remarkably, these rates are correlated (but not

the first century of mouse genetics than the December 5,
with base composition), reflecting as yet unappreci-

2002, issue of Nature, containing as it does a detailed
ated features of chromosome organization.

annotation of the public draft sequence covering some
96% of the mouse genome (Waterston et al. 2002), The FANTOM consortium (Okazaki et al. 2002) re-
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